
CUMMING NATURE CENTER SCHOOL PROGRAMS 
 

FALLING LEAVES  
 

During this program, your class will explore why trees lose their leaves in the 

autumn and how animals prepare for the winter. This program is only available 

during the autumn months and is appropriate for grades K-7. 
 

New York State Department of Educaton Elementary and Intermediate Learning 

Standards in Science 
 

Elementary Scientific Inquiry (Standard 1): 
 Key 1: Students will ask questions about why nature changes in the fall. 

 Key 2: Students will explore and observe seasonal changes. 

 Key 3: Students will determine why these seasonal changes are important. 

Elementary Science/ Physical Science (Standard 4): 
 Key 1: Students will make a connection between the Earth's movement and the seasons. 

Elementary Science/ Living Environment (Standard 4): 
 Key 1: Students will understand the difference between living and non-living aspects of  the environment.  

 Key 4: Students will understand different life stages of plants and animals. 

 Key 5: Students will learn various survival behaviors of animals and plants. 
 Key 6: Students will observe how all living things depend on each other for survival. 

Intermediate Scientific Inquiry (Standard 1): 
 Key 1: Students will develop hypotheses as to why seasonal changes exist. 

 Key 2: Students will make observations that will allow them understand these changes. 

 Key 3: Students will be able to defend their hypotheses based on the observations made. 

Intermediate Science/ Physical Science (Standard 4): 
 Key 1: Students will recognize the connection between the movement of the earth and seasonal changes. 

Intermediate Science/ Living Environment (Standard 4): 
 Key 4: Students will observe the developmental patterns of plants and animals as they relate to seasonal changes. 

 Key 5: Students will understand how nutrients, vitamins, and minerals are essential to all  animal and plant species throughout the year. 

 

Program Objective 

1. To encourage an appreciation and understanding of the natural world through hands-on educational experiences. 

2. To enable students to observe seasonal changes in the natural environment and to learn why these changes are essential to 

plant and animal survival. 
 

Program 
1. Pre-visit material will prepare and enhance your students' visit to the nature center. The material is intended to offer an  

    activity that will spark your students' curiosity about the natural world. 

2. The visit to the nature center will focus on a trail-side experience with an environmental educator. All participants should  

    dress for the weather (most of the program will be outside). Students will explore and make observations about their  

    environment through activities that use sight, smell, touch, and sound.  

3. Post-visit material will encourage positive attitudes about the natural environment and reinforce the material covered at the  

    nature center. 

4. To ensure proper billing, the RMSC must have received a completed purchase order from your school prior to your  

    program. The program will automatically be billed to you after it has taken place.   

   All groups unable to secure a purchase order must pre-pay for this visit.   
 

 

Key Vocabulary 

Foliage: Another name for leaves that is commonly used to describe autumn colors. 

Photosynthesis: The process by which plants turn sunlight into food energy. 

Dormant: When a species sleeps for sections of the winter, but occasionally wakes up to eat. 

Migration: When a species travels to warmer climates during the winter. 

Hibernation: When a species sleeps throughout the winter to avoid needing food. 

Chlorophyll: The chemical that turns leaves green. 
 

Suggested Pre-visit Activity 
Have the students collect leaves outside (at home or in the school yard). Starting with one green leaf, construct a rainbow showing the 

diversity of colors, ending with a brown leaf. This will allow your class to see how leaves change slowly (some will be speckled while others 

will be brightly colored) as well as how different trees turn different colors. Have older students identify the leaves and mark the different 

species on the rainbow. 
   

 

Map to Cumming Nature Center ���� 


